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Abstract—Shaping codes are used to encode information for
use on channels with cost constraints. Applications include data
transmission with a power constraint and, more recently, data
storage on flash memories with a constraint on memory cell
wear. In the latter application, system requirements often impose
a rate constraint. In this paper, we study rate-constrained
fixed-to-variable length shaping codes for noiseless, memoryless
costly channels and general i.i.d. sources. The analysis relies on
the theory of word-valued sources. We establish a relationship
between the code expansion factor and minimum average symbol
cost. We then determine the expansion factor that minimizes the
average cost per source symbol (total cost), corresponding to a
conventional optimal source code with cost. An equivalence is
established between codes minimizing average symbol cost and
codes minimizing total cost, and a separation theorem is proved,
showing that optimal shaping can be achieved by a concatenation
of optimal compression and optimal shaping for a uniform i.i.d.
source. Shaping codes often incorporate, either explicitly or
implicitly, some form of non-equiprobable signaling. We use our
results to further explore the connections between shaping codes
and codes that map a sequence of i.i.d. source symbols into an
output sequence of symbols that are approximately independent
and distributed according to a specified target distribution,
such as distribution matching (DM) codes. Optimal DM codes
are characterized in terms of a new performance measure -
generalized expansion factor (GEF) - motivated by the costly
channel perspective. The GEF is used to study DM codes that
minimize informational divergence and normalized informational
divergence.
Index Terms—Source coding, flash memory, data compression,
costly channel, shaping codes, distribution matching.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shaping codes are used to encode information for use on
channels with a cost constraint. A prominent application is in
data transmission with a power constraint, where constellation
shaping is achieved by addressing into a suitably designed mul-
tidimensional constellation or, equivalently, by incorporating,
either explicitly or implicitly, some form of non-equiprobable
signaling. An excellent reference on this topic is Fischer [14].
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Symposium on Information Theory, Aachen, Germany, June 25-30, 2017, and
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More recently, shaping codes have been proposed for use
in data storage on flash memories subject to a constraint
on memory cell wear. In that application, storage system
requirements often impose a rate constraint, and the data source
may be structured, rather than unconstrained. Motivated by
this scenario, this paper investigates information-theoretic prop-
erties and design of rate-constrained fixed-to-variable length
shaping codes for noiseless, memoryless costly channels and
general i.i.d. sources. The analysis relies on the theory of word-
valued sources developed in Nishiara and Morita [44]. Our
primary interest is in the design of codes that minimize the
average cost per code symbol for a given rate, or expansion
factor, which we refer to as the type-I shaping problem. We
also consider the well-studied problem of designing codes that
minimize average cost per code symbol, or total cost, which
we refer to as the type-II shaping problem.
The word-valued source analysis provides a natural link
between shaping codes and codes that efficiently map a se-
quence of i.i.d. source symbols into an output sequence of
symbols that are approximately independent and distributed
according to a specified target distribution. Such codes have
been studied in the context of random number generating source
codes by Han and Uchida [22] and as distribution matching
(DM) codes by Bo¨cherer and Mathar [8], Bo¨cherer [5], Amjad
and Bo¨cherer [3], Bo¨cherer and Amjad [6], Schulte and
Bo¨cherer [50] and Schulte and Steiner [51]. Our shaping code
analysis suggests a new performance measure - generalized
expansion factor (GEF) - for fixed-to-variable length DM codes
which we use to study codes that minimize informational
divergence and normalized informational divergence from a
shaping code perspective.
There is a substantial literature on shaping codes and, more
recently, a body of work relating to DM codes. Therefore,
before summarizing our results in more detail, we provide
a brief review of relevant work in both of these areas as a
framework for our contributions.
A. Shaping Codes
1) Codes minimizing total cost: The problem of coding
for noiseless costly channels, or source coding with unequal
symbol costs, traces its conceptual origins to Shannon’s 1948
paper that launched the study of information theory [52]. In
that paper, Shannon considered the problem of transmitting
information over a telegraph channel. The channel symbols –
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dots and dashes – have different time durations, which can
be interpreted as transmission costs. Shannon determined the
symbol probabilities that maximize the data transmission rate
with integer symbol costs. This result was then generalized to
arbitrary positive symbol costs by Krause [31] and Csisza´r [12].
Several researchers have considered the problem of design-
ing codes for costly channels with an i.i.d. source. Most of
this work has emphasized construction of codes that minimize
average cost per source symbol, which we refer to as total
cost, without an explicit rate constraint. In Karp [27], costly
channel coding was studied from an algebraic perspective, and
the problem of designing a shaping code to minimize total
cost was recast as an integer programming problem. However,
this code design approach is not computationally practical, and
the algorithm proposed to reduce the complexity will result
in sub-optimal results. In Golin et al. [18], a dynamic pro-
gramming solution for this integer programming problem was
proposed, providing a polynomial time bound on complexity.
Other approaches using tree-based constructions were proposed
in [31], Melhorn [42], and Csisza´r and Ko¨rner [13]. They all
constructed asymptotically optimal prefix-free variable-length
shaping codes. A universal coding scheme based on types was
also introduced in [13].
A special case, corresponding to a uniform i.i.d. source in
which all codewords are equally likely to occur, was studied
by Varn [57], who proposed a variable-length code construc-
tion that minimizes the average codeword cost for a fixed
codebook size. This coding technique was then incorporated
into a universal coding scheme in Iwata [24], which combines
LZ78 compression with Varn coding. Later in this paper, we
generalize the Iwata scheme, which can be viewed as an
embodiment of a separation theorem proved in Section III, and
further explore properties and applications of Varn codes.
A generalization of Huffman coding for unequal symbol
costs was proposed in Gilbert [17]. In Guazzo [19], practical
arithmetic coding was introduced. This coding technique was
then generalized by Savari and Gallager [49] and its properties,
such as optimality and coding delay, were analyzed. However,
the analysis is based on infinite precision arithmetic coding,
which cannot be realized in practice.
In Bo¨cherer and Mathar [8] and Bo¨cherer [5], a variable-
to-fixed length code construction called geometric Huffman
coding was used to design codes for an i.i.d. uniform source
that asymptotically minimize the total cost of a noiseless
channel with unequal symbol durations. (This construction
matches codeword probabilities to dyadic symbol distributions
that optimally approximate the optimal symbol distribution.)
We emphasize that all of the codes mentioned above con-
sidered the problem of minimizing cost per source symbol,
i.e., total cost, with no explicit consideration of rate. The
dependence of total cost on code rate was not thoroughly
investigated.
2) Rate-constrained codes minimizing average cost: The
problem of designing rate-constrained codes for costly channels
has received less attention. The maximum entropy of a sta-
tionary Markov chain on a finite-state channel with associated
symbol/transition costs, along with the entropy-maximizing
symbol/transition probabilities, can be found in McEliece and
Rodemich [40], Justesen and Høholdt [26], and Khandekar,
McEliece, and Rodemich [28]. In McEliece [39] and, later,
Bo¨cherer [5], the special case corresponding to a memoryless
channel is addressed.
Bo¨cherer and Mathar [8] and Bo¨cherer [5] apply the geomet-
ric Huffman coding approach to design variable-to-fixed length
codes that match codeword probabilities to dyadic symbol dis-
tributions that approximate the entropy-maximizing probability
mass function for memoryless costly channels subject to an
average cost constraint, thereby asymptotically achieving the
maximum rate.
The state-splitting algorithm [2], which was developed to
construct finite-state codes for constrained channels, has been
extended for application to construction of codes for costly
channels. Heegard, Marcus, and Siegel [23] studied a class of
channels with average runlength constraints, which represent
a special case of noiseless channels with a cost constraint.
They constructed variable-to-variable length synchronous
codes using state-splitting techniques adapted for channels
with variable-length symbols. Khayrallah and Neuhoff [29]
and McLaughlin and Khayrallah [41] construct fixed-to-fixed
length and variable-to-fixed length codes based on state-
splitting methods for magnetic recording and constellation
shaping applications. Krachkovsky et al. [30] determine
a costly channel model matched to a Markov source and
construct corresponding codes using enumerative techniques
for application to transmission over an intersymbol-interference
channel. All of these works strive to construct codes that
come close to the capacity-cost functions originally presented
in [39], [40], and [26].
Other recent work relating to this problem has been mo-
tivated by non-volatile memory applications, so we briefly
describe the corresponding costly channel model. NAND flash
memory uses floating-gate transistors, commonly referred to
as cells, to store information in the form of different cell
voltage levels. The flash memory cells gradually wear out
with repeated writing and erasing, referred to as program/erase
cycling, and the damage caused by the cycling is dependent on
the programmed voltage levels [33], [34]. The costly channel
model associates to each cell voltage level a wear cost reflecting
the extent of the damage induced by writing that level.
Recently, in [25], Jagmohan et al. proposed endurance
coding, intended for shaping of programmed data for flash
memories. For a given cost model and a specified target code
rate, the optimal distribution of cell levels that minimizes
the average cost was determined analytically, reproducing the
results in the references cited above. For single bit per cell
(SLC) flash memory, with associated level costs of 0 and 1,
greedy enumerative codes that minimize the number of cells
with cost 1 were designed and evaluated in terms of the
rate-cost trade-off. However, endurance coding is intended for
uniform i.i.d. source data. For structured source data, which
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would include a general i.i.d. source, the idea of combining
source compression with endurance coding was proposed, but
the relationship between the code performance and the code
rate for arbitrary sources was not thoroughly studied.
In Sharon et al. [53], low-complexity, rate-1, fixed-length
direct shaping codes for structured data were proposed for use
on SLC flash memory. The code construction used a greedy
approach based upon an adaptively-built encoding dictionary
that does not require knowledge of the source statistics. This
construction was extended to a direct shaping code compatible
with two-bit per cell (MLC) flash memory operation by Liu et
al. in [33], [34]. However, it was proved in Liu and Siegel [36]
that direct shaping codes are in general suboptimal. (Our
experimenal results in Section VII contain a comparison of a
shaping scheme motivated by our analysis to a direct shaping
code on MLC flash memory.)
3) Summary of contributions on shaping codes: In this pa-
per, our goal is to systematically study the fundamental perfor-
mance limits of fixed-to-variable length shaping codes from a
rate and distribution perspective. We first use known properties
of word-valued sources to determine the symbol occurrence
probability of shaping code output sequences (Lemma 4). We
then derive an upper bound on the code sequence entropy
rate (Lemma 5). Using these results, we are able to reduce
the problem of minimizing average code symbol cost subject
to a constraint on the code rate to an optimization problem
for an i.i.d. process. This problem can be viewed as the dual
problem to the entropy-maximization problem considered in
the prior literature. We refer to this minimization problem as
the type-I shaping problem, and we call shaping codes that
achieve the minimum average cost for a given rate optimal type-
I shaping codes. We develop a theoretical bound on the trade-
off between the rate – or more precisely, the corresponding
expansion factor – and the average cost of a type-I shaping
code (Theorem 6). We then study shaping codes that minimize
total cost (minimum average cost per source symbol). We refer
to the problem of minimizing the total cost as the type-II
shaping problem and shaping codes that achieve the minimum
total cost are referred to as optimal type-II shaping codes.
We derive the relationship between the code expansion factor
and the total cost and determine the optimal expansion factor
(Theorem 7). We then prove an equivalence theorem showing
that an optimal type-I shaping code can be realized using
an optimal type-II shaping code for another suitably chosen
costly channel model (Theorem 8). We can therefore solve
the type-I shaping problem using known coding techniques
such as generalized Shannon-Fano codes [13] . A consequence
of the analysis is a separation theorem for type-II shaping
codes, which states that optimal shaping can be achieved by a
concatenation of lossless compression and optimal shaping for
a uniform i.i.d. source. This provides an alternative architecture
for implementing asymptotically optimal shaping codes using,
for example, Varn codes. Finally, we prove a separation theorem
for type-I shaping codes with given expansion factor, using a
careful analysis of the behavior of the minimum average cost
as a function of the expansion factor.
B. Distribution Matching (DM) Codes
1) Applications of DM codes to shaping: The application
of non-equiprobable signaling in the context of coding with a
cost constraint reflects the interesting interplay between shaping
codes and DM-type codes (in the broad sense of codes that map
an i.i.d. sequence of source symbols to an output sequence
of symbols that are approximately independent and distributed
according to {Pi}). Beginning with the work on constellation
shaping, there have been a number of applications of DM-type
codes to coding for a costly channel.
In [15], signal constellations with non-uniform symbol prob-
abilities were used for efficient modulation on band-limited
channels. Noting the dual nature of non-equiprobable signal-
ing and source coding, several authors proposed the use of
“reverse” source codes derived from, for example, Huffman
codes, Tunstall codes, and arithmetic codes as DM codes for
shaping applications. See, for example, works by Kschishang
and Pasupathy [32], Ungerboeck [56], Abrahams [1], Baur and
Bo¨cherer [4].
Gallager [16, p. 208] proposed a method of generating
symbols with a biased distribution to be combined with linear
coding as an approach to achieving capacity of an asymmetric
channel. This idea was incorporated into a general scheme that
can use capacity-achieving codes for symmetric channels, such
as polar codes, to achieve the capacity of arbitrary discrete
memoryless asymmetric channels in Mondelli et al. [43].
In [10], Bo¨cherer et al. propose a scheme that combines
DM codes (such as constant composition codes) with sys-
tematic error correction codes. This scheme can be regarded
as a simplification of the bootstrap scheme in Bo¨cherer and
Mathar [7], which concatenates the check bits generated by
the systematic ECC encoder with the following information
bits and applies a DM encoder to them. In [43], the authors
also proved that the bootstrap scheme, which they refer to as
a chaining construction, can be used to achieve the capacity of
any discrete memoryless asymmetric channel.
2) DM codes with optimality measures: In Han [21] and
Visweswariah et al. [58], it was shown that an optimal variable-
length source code can be regarded as an optimal variable-
length DM code for a uniform distribution. The criterion
for optimality was the vanishing of a form of normalized
conditional Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between a subset
of codewords of fixed length and words generated i.i.d. with
the target distribution, asymptotically in the block length. This
result was further developed in Han and Uchida [22], where an
optimal variable-length source code with cost, meaning a code
that minimizes total cost, was shown to be an optimal DM code.
The maximum achievable rate of non-prefix-free DM codes was
discussed in Uchida [55].
In [8], dyadic probability mass functions with some opti-
mality properties were used to match the capacity-achieving
probability distribution of a discrete memoryless channel, and
variable-to-fixed length geometric Huffman codes, mentioned
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earlier, were used as DM codes. Normalized informational
divergence – defined as the KL-divergence between a codeword
probability distribution and the distribution of the codewords
when generated i.i.d. by the target distribution, normalized
by the codeword length – was introduced as the DM code
optimality measure. It was then proved that geometric Huff-
man coding is asymptotically optimal, in the sense that the
normalized informational divergence converges to zero as the
codeword length increases. Other fixed-length DM codes with
vanishing normalized informational divergence were presented
in Ramabadran [45] and [50].
Constellation shaping techniques have also been adapted
for use in DM coding. For example, a DM code using shell
mapping was presented in [51] and a DM code using trellis
shaping was presented by Gultekin et al. [20].
In [3], the notions of informational divergence and nor-
malized information divergence were extended to measure
the performance of fixed-to-variable length codes. Optimality
of complete Tunstall code trees with respect to minimizing
informational divergence was proved, a result we extend in
Section VI. An efficient algorithm for finding binary DM codes
that minimize the normalized informational divergence, based
on an iterative adaptation of binary Tunstall coding, was pre-
sented, and asymptotic optimality with increasing block length
was established. In [6] the relationship between normalized
information divergence of a DM code and its rate was studied,
a topic that we further address in Section VI.
3) Summary of contributions on DM codes: In this paper,
we systematically study the problem of designing optimal fixed-
to-variable length, prefix-free DM codes from the perspective
of word-valued sources and shaping codes. The degree of dis-
tribution matching is measured by the KL-divergence between
the distribution on word-valued source output sequences and
the distribution on those sequences generated i.i.d. according
to the target distribution. Vanishing asymptotic normalized KL-
divergence at the sequence level, suggested by the approach
in [44] and also studied by Soriaga [54], is used as the criterion
for optimality. We first characterize the expansion factor of an
optimal DM code for a general i.i.d. source (Theorem 12). We
then show that an optimal type-II shaping code for a cost model
determined by the negative logarithm of a target distribution is
an optimal DM code for that distribution (Theorem 13). (This
“self-information” cost model was also used in [51] to design
information divergence optimal fixed-to-fixed DM codes using
shell mapping.)
The connection between shaping codes and DM codes
suggests another measure for evaluating DM code performance,
which we refer to as generalized expansion factor (GEF).
We establish a lower bound on the generalized expansion
factor, and show that a code that achieves the lower bound
is an optimal DM code (Theorem 15). This implies that Varn
codes are asymptotically optimal DM codes for a uniform i.i.d.
source. Using the GEF, we also extend the separation theorem
of shaping codes to DM codes (Theorem 16).
Finally, we discuss relationships between different DM code
performance measures. We show that for a DM code with fixed
codebook size, minimizing the GEF is equivalent to minimizing
the informational divergence introduced in [3], leading to
the conclusion that Varn codes designed for the appropriate
cost model minimize informational divergence (Theorem 17),
generalizing a result for binary Tunstall codes in [3]. We also
give an explicit description of the relationship between the
normalized informational divergence of a DM code and its
expansion factor (Theorem 18), refining a bound in [6].
C. Organization of the Paper
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we use known properties of word-valued sources
to determine the symbol occurrence probability of shaping
code output sequences and the lower bound on the symbol
distribution entropy. In Section III, we analyze the distribution,
cost, and rate properties of fixed-to-variable length shaping
codes. The analysis is then used to prove the equivalence
theorem and separation theorem. In Section IV, we establish the
equivalence between optimal distribution matching codes and
optimal shaping codes. Section V introduces the generalized
expansion factor and proves the separation theorem for DM
codes. Section VI compares different DM code performance
measures. In Section VII, we apply a shaping scheme motivated
by our theoretical results to a multilevel flash memory. and
we show simulation results illustrating the application of Varn
codes to DM coding. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. INFORMATION-THEORETIC PRELIMINARIES
A. Basic Model
First, we fix some notation. Let X = X1X2 . . ., where Xi ∼
X for all i, be an i.i.d. source with alphabet X = {α1, . . . ,αu}.
We use |X | to denote the size of the alphabet and use P(x∗)
to denote the probability of any finite sequence x∗. Let Y =
{β1, . . . ,βv} be an alphabet and Y∗ be the set of all finite
sequences over Y , including the null string λ of length 0. Each
βi is associated with a cost Ci. Without loss of generality, we
assume that 0 6 C1 6 C2 6 . . .Cv, and we also assume that
there exists at least one pair of costs, Ci and C j, such that Ci 6=
C j. We use a cost vector C = [C1,C2, . . . ,Cv] to represent the
cost associated with alphabet Y .
A general shaping code is defined as a prefix-free variable-
length mapping φ : X q → Y∗ which maps a length-q data
word xq1 to a variable-length codeword y
∗. We use Y to
denote the process φ(Xq), where Xq is the vector process
Xq1 ,X
2q
q+1, . . .. The entropy rate of the process Y is
H(Y) = lim
n→∞ 1nH(Y1Y2 . . .Yn). (1)
We denote the length of a codeword φ(xq1) by L(φ(x
q
1))
and the expected length of codewords generated by a sequence
of length-q source words is given by
E(L) = ∑
xq1∈X q
P(xq1)L(φ(x
q
1)). (2)
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The expansion factor is defined as the ratio of the expected
codeword length to the length of the input source word, namely
f = E[L]/q. (3)
Remark 1. Endurance codes and direct shaping codes can be
treated as special cases of this general class of shaping codes.
Endurance codes are used when the source has a uniform i.i.d.
distribution, with entropy rate H(X) = log2 |X |. A length-m
direct shaping code is a shaping code with q = 1, f = 1,
where both X and Y have alphabet size 2m. 2
The pair X and φ form a word valued source, as defined in
[44]. The following theorem, proved in [44], gives the entropy
rate of the shaping code φ(Xq).
Theorem 1. For a prefix-free variable-length code Y = φ(Xq)
such that H(Xq) < ∞ and E(L) < ∞, the entropy rate of the
encoder output satisfies
H(Y) =
H(Xq)
E(L)
=
qH(X)
E(L)
. (4)
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B. Asymptotic Symbol Occurrence Probability
For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume
q = 1. The mapping is φ : X → Y∗. Let yl1 denote the first
l symbols of φ(X). We assume the cost is independent and
additive, so the cost of sequence yl1 can be expressed as
W(yli) =
v
∑
i=1
Ni(yl1)Ci (5)
where Ni(yl1) stands for the number of occurrences of
βi in sequence yl1. The cost per code symbol is therefore
∑i Ni(yl1)Ci/l. Let
Q(yl1) = Pr{Yl1 = yl1} (6)
denote the probability distribution of Yl1. The expected cost per
symbol of a length-l shaping code sequence is
Wl = ∑
yl1∈Y l
Q(yl1)W(y
l
i)/l
=
v
∑
i=1
∑
yl1∈Y l
Q(yl1)Ni(y
l
1)Ci/l.
(7)
The asymptotic expected cost per symbol, or average cost of
a shaping code is
A(φ(X)) = lim
l→∞Wl . (8)
Let
Pˆi = lim
l→∞∑
yl1
Q(yl1)Ni(y
l
1)/l = liml→∞
E(Ni(Yl1))
l
(9)
be the asymptotic probability of occurrence of βi. Then the
average cost of a shaping code can be expressed as
A(φ(X)) =∑
i
PˆiCi . (10)
In the rest of this subsection, we will show how to calculate
Pˆi. Define the prefix operator pi as yn1pi
i = yn−i1 for 0 6 i < n
and yn1pi
i = λ for i > n. Let pi{y∗} denote the set of all the
prefixes of a sequence y∗. We denote by Gφ(yl1) the set of all
sequences x∗ ∈ X ∗ such that yl1 is a prefix of φ(x∗) but not
of φ(x∗pi). That is,
Gφ(yl1) = {x∗ ∈ X ∗|yl1 ∈ pi{φ(x∗)} ∧ |φ(x∗pi)| < l} (11)
and the distribution of yl1 can be expressed as
Q(yl1) = ∑
x∗∈Gφ(yl1)
P(x∗). (12)
We define by Ml the minimum length of a sequence xn1 such
that |φ(xn1)| > l and let SMl be the length of φ(xMl1 ). Note
that
SMl−1 < l 6 SMl . (13)
According to [44], the random variable Ml satisfies the property
of being a stopping rule for the sequence of i.i.d. random
variables {φ(X∞)}. Wald’s equality [59] then implies that
E(Ni(φ(X
Ml
1 ))) = E(Ni(φ(X)))E(Ml). (14)
The following two lemmas were proved in [44].
Lemma 2. Given a nonnegative-valued function f , let Fi =
f (Xi). If E(F) < ∞, then
lim
l→∞
E(FMl )
l
= 0. (15)
2
Remark 2. The previous lemma is not obvious, because even
when E(F) < ∞, E(FMl ) is not necessarily equal to E(F). 2
Lemma 3. If E[L] < ∞, then
lim
l→∞ E[Ml ]l = 1E(L) . (16)
2
Using these results, we derive a lemma which tells us how to
calculate the asymptotic occurrence probability of the encoder
output process Y.
Lemma 4. For a prefix-free variable-length code φ : X q →
Y∗ such that E(Ni(φ(Xq))) < ∞ for all symbols βi and
E(L) < ∞, the asymptotic probability of occurrence Pˆi of βi
is given by
Pˆi = E(Ni(φ(Xq)))
1
E(L)
. (17)
Proof: See Appendix A.
It is easy to check that ∑i Pˆi = 1, so this distribution is well
defined.
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C. Lower Bound on Symbol Distribution Entropy
Consider a prefix-free variable-length codeφ as in Lemma 4.
Let Yˆl1 denote an i.i.d. sequence of length l and with distribution
{Pˆi}. The probability of a length-l sequence yl1 with respect to
this distribution is Pˆ(yl1) = ∏i Pˆi
Ni(yl1). The Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence (also known as the KL-distance or relative
entropy) [11] is a measure of the inefficiency caused by an
approximation. The KL-divergence between Yl1 and Yˆ
l
1 is
D(Yl1||Yˆl1) = ∑
yl1∈Y l
Q(yl1) log2
Q(yl1)
Pˆ(yl1)
. (18)
The following lemma provides a lower bound on the symbol
distribution entropy.
Lemma 5. The entropy H(Yˆ) = −∑i Pˆi log2 Pˆi is lower
bounded by the entropy rate of the shaping code sequence, i.e.,
H(Yˆ) > H(Y). (19)
Specifically,
lim
l→∞ 1l D(Yl1||Yˆl1) = H(Yˆ)− H(Y). (20)
Proof: We rewrite the D(Yl1||Yˆl1) as
D(Yl1||Yˆl1) = ∑
yl1∈Y l
Q(yl1) log2
Q(yl1)
Pˆ(yl1)
= ∑
yl1∈Y l
Q(yl1) log2 Q(y
l
1)− ∑
yl1∈Y l
Q(yl1) log2 Pˆ(y
l
1)
= −H(Yl1)− ∑
yl1∈Y l
Q(yl1) log2 Pˆ(y
l
1).
(21)
The second term of the right-hand side of this equation is
∑
yl1∈Y l
Q(yl1) log2 Pˆ(y
l
1) = ∑
yl1∈Y l
Q(yl1) log2∏
i
Pˆi
Ni(yl1)
= ∑
yl1∈Y l
Q(yl1)∑
i
Ni(yl1) log2 Pˆi
=∑
i
log2 Pˆi ∑
yl1∈Y l
Q(yl1)Ni(y
l
1).
(22)
Combining equations (21) and (22), we have
lim
l→∞ 1l D(Yl1||Yˆl1)
= − lim
l→∞ 1l H(Yl1)−∑i log2 Pˆi liml→∞ ∑yl1∈Y l
Q(yl1)Ni(y
l
1)
l
= −H(Y)−∑
i
Pˆi log2 Pˆi = H(Yˆ)− H(Y).
(23)
Using the fact that D(Yl1||Yˆl1) > 0, we have
H(Yˆ) > H(Y). (24)
This completes the proof.
Remark 3. From the proof, we see that H(Yˆ) = H(Y) implies
liml→∞ 1l D(Yl ||Yˆl) = 0. Therefore, the codeword sequence
Y1Y2 · · · approximates an i.i.d. sequence generated by Yˆ. 2
Example 1. Consider a uniform i.i.d. binary source X and
a prefix-free variable-length code defined by the mapping
{00 → 000, 01 → 001, 10 → 01, 11 → 1}. The occurrence
probabilities of symbols 0 and 1 are 2/3 and 1/3, respectively.
The symbol distribution entropy is
H(Yˆ) = −1
3
log2
1
3
− 2
3
log2
2
3
' 0.9183. (25)
The entropy rate of the shaping code sequence is
H(Y) =
H(X2)
E(L)
=
2
2.25
= 0.8889. (26)
We see that, in this case, H(Y) < H(Yˆ). 2
III. OPTIMAL SHAPING CODES
A. Cost Minimizing Probability Distribution
In this subsection, we discuss the properties of optimal
shaping codes. We consider two scenarios. First, we analyze
shaping codes that minimize the average cost with a given
expansion factor. We then analyze shaping codes that minimize
the expected cost per source symbol, or total cost.
We refer to the first minimization problem as the type-I
shaping problem, and we call shaping codes that achieve the
minimum average cost for a given expansion factor optimal
type-I shaping codes. The following theorem gives a lower
bound on the average cost and the corresponding asymptotic
symbol occurrence probabilities.
Theorem 6. Given the source X and cost vector C, the average
cost of a type-I shaping code φ : X q → Y∗ with expansion
factor f is lower bounded by ∑i PˆiCi, with
Pˆi =
1
N
2−µCi , (27)
where N is a normalization constant such that ∑i Pˆi = 1 and µ
is a non-negative constant such that ∑i−Pˆi log Pˆi = H(X)/ f .
Proof: From Theorem 1 and Lemma 5, we see that,
for a shaping code φ with expansion factor f , the following
inequality holds:
H(Yˆ) > H(Y) = qH(X)
E(L)
=
H(X)
f
. (28)
To calculate the minimum possible average cost, we must solve
the optimization problem:
minimize
Pˆi
∑
i
PˆiCi
subject to H(Yˆ) > H(X)
f
∑
i
Pˆi = 1.
(29)
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We divide this optimization problem into two parts. First, we
fix H(Yˆ) and find the optimal symbol occurrence probabilities.
Then we find the optimal H(Yˆ) to minimize the average cost.
The optimization problem then becomes
minimize
H(Yˆ)
minimize
Pˆi
∑
i
PˆiCi
subject to H(Yˆ) > H(X)
f
∑
i
Pˆi = 1.
(30)
If we fix H(Yˆ), we can solve the optimization problem by
using the method of Lagrange multipliers. The solution is
Pˆi =
1
N
2−µCi (31)
where N = ∑i 2−µCi is a normalization constant and µ is a
non-negative constant such that
H(Yˆ) =∑
i
−Pˆi log2 Pˆi . (32)
Note that µ = 0 if and only if H(Yˆ) = log2 |Y|. For
simplicity, let h denote H(Yˆ). Then µ and N are functions of h,
which we denote by N def= N(h) and µ def= µ(h), respectively.
Let C(h) = ∑i
Ci
N(h)2
−µ(h)Ci be the minimum cost, given that
h > H(X)f . From (32), we see that
C(h) =
h− log2 N
µ
when µ > 0. (33)
The optimization problem we have reduced to here, minimizing
the average cost of a probability mass function subject to a
lower bound on entropy, is dual to the problem considered in
prior work such as [39, Problem 1.8] and [5, Sec. 5.2], which is
a special case of results in [40], [26], and [28]. The relationship
between entropy rate and average cost discussed in these papers
has the same functional form as (33). We can apply the analysis
in [5, Sec. 5.2], to conclude that
dh
dC
= µ ⇒ dC
dh
> 0 when µ > 0. (34)
Therefore, the minimum cost for a shaping code with expansion
factor f is achieved when h = H(Yˆ) = H(X)f .
Note that we have minimized average cost by optimizing
the asymptotic symbol occurrence probability Pˆi of a prefix-
free variable-length mapping whose output entropy rate is fixed,
without consideration of whether the output sequence coincides
with an i.i.d. sequence.
Remark 4. If the source X has a uniform distribution, then
µ satisfies − f ∑i Pˆi log Pˆi = log2 |X |. Thus, we recover the
result in [25] characterizing endurance codes with minimum
average cost. 2
Remark 5. When the minimum average cost is achieved, we
have H(Yˆ) = H(Y). Thus, the codeword sequence approx-
imates an i.i.d. sequence generated by distribution {Pˆi} (see
Remark 3). 2
Given a prefix-free variable-length shaping code φ : X q →
Y∗, assume that after nq source symbols are encoded, the
codeword sequence is φ(xnq1 ). As in equations (7), (8), (9),
we formally define the expected cost per source symbol, or
total cost of a shaping code as
T(φ(Xq)) = ∑i
E(Ni(φ(Xnq)))Ci
nq
=
∑i E(Ni(φ(Xq)))Ci
q
=
E(L)
q
∑i E(Ni(φ(Xq)))Ci
E(L)
= f
v
∑
i=1
PˆiCi .
(35)
We refer to the problem of minimizing the total cost as
the type-II shaping problem. Shaping codes that achieve the
minimum total cost are referred to as optimal type-II shaping
codes. The corresponding optimization problem is as follows:
minimize
Pˆi , f
f
v
∑
i=1
PˆiCi
subject to H(Yˆ) > H(Y) = H(X)
f
∑
i
Pˆi = 1.
(36)
Using Theorem 6, we can calculate the total cost as a
function of the expansion factor f . Fig. 1 shows the total cost
curve for a quaternary source and code alphabet, a uniformly
distributed source X, and cost vector C = [1, 2, 3, 4]. There is
an optimal value of f and corresponding minimum total cost.
Fig. 1: Total cost versus f for random source with C =
[1, 2, 3, 4].
We now determine the minimum achievable total cost of a
shaping code.
Theorem 7. Given the source X and cost vector C, if C1 6= 0,
then the minimum total cost of a shaping code φ : X q → Y∗ is
given by f ∑i PˆiCi, where Pˆi = 2−µCi , µ is a positive constant
selected such that ∑i 2−µCi = 1. The corresponding expansion
factor f is
f =
H(X)
−∑i Pˆi log2 Pˆi
. (37)
If C1 = 0, then the total cost is a decreasing function of f .
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Proof: See Appendix B.
Remark 6. For a positive cost vector C, the minimum achiev-
able total cost is
T(φ(Xq)) = f ∑
i
PˆiCi =
H(X)
−∑i Pˆi log2 Pˆi ∑i
PˆiCi
=
H(X)
−∑i Pˆi log2 2−µCi ∑i
PˆiCi =
H(X)
µ ∑i PˆiCi
∑
i
PˆiCi
=
H(X)
µ
.
(38)
In [13, Theorem 4.4] and [22, Theorem 1], the minimum total
cost of a prefix-free variable-length code was determined. The
capacity of a noiseless finite-state costly channel, which is
essentially the inverse of the minimum total cost, was con-
sidered in [40], [26], [28], [9], and [5] from combinatorial and
probabilistic perspectives. Equivalences between the combina-
torial and probabilistic definitions of capacity were established,
extending the original results of Shannon. However, these
works did not address the code expansion factor and asymptotic
symbol occurrence probability corresponding to the minimum
total cost.
In [39, Problems 1.8], [38] and [5, Sec. 5.2], the relationship
between the maximum entropy of a probability mass function
on an alphabet with cost subject to an average cost constraint
was discussed. However, these works did not explore the
functional relationship between the total cost and the expansion
factor of a code. Here, using the word-valued source perspec-
tive, we establish the relationship between the total cost of
a rate-constrained prefix-free code and its expansion factor.
This relationship plays an important role in the proof of the
separation theorem (Theorem 10) in Appendix D. We also
address the special case of zero lowest cost, i.e., C1 = 0, in
which no global minimum can be reached.
Remark 7. If we only apply optimal lossless compression to
the source X, the code sequence has a uniform distribution.
Therefore, we have µ = 0 and N = |Y| > 1. This implies
that simply applying compression to the source data is not the
best way to reduce the total cost. 2
B. Optimal Data Shaping Code Design
Many previous works investigated type-II shaping code
design. For example, see [27], [57], and [13] . In this
subsection, we consider the problem of designing an optimal
type-I shaping code by transforming this problem into a type-II
shaping problem. Combining Theorems 6 and 7, we can prove
the following equivalence theorem.
Theorem 8. A code that achieves the minimum total cost for
cost vector C ′ also achieves minimum average cost for cost
vector C and expansion factor f if
C′i = − log2 Pˆi , (39)
where {Pˆi} are the probabilities minimizing average cost for the
cost vector C and expansion factor f .
Proof: First we consider the optimal type-II shaping code
φ : X q → Y∗ with cost vector C ′. By Theorem 7, this code
generates codeword sequence with probability of occurrence
P′i = 2
−µC′i , where µ satisfies the equation
∑
i
2−µC
′
i = 1. (40)
Since C′i = − log2 Pˆi, it is easy to check that the solution of
equation (40) is µ = 1. This means when the minimum total
cost is achieved, the probability of occurrence of codeword
sequence is P′i = 2
−C′i = Pˆi and the expansion factor of this
code is
f ′ = H(X)−∑i P′i log2 P′i
= f (41)
Referring to Theorem 6, we see that φ is also optimal with
respect to minimizing average cost with cost vector C and
expansion factor f .
When designing a type-I shaping code with expansion
factor f and cost vector C, we can first calculate the desired
distribution {Pˆi}, then transform this problem into a type-
II shaping code problem for the channel with symbol cost
{C′i = − log2 Pˆi}. Thus we can apply known type-II shaping
code algorithms to solve this problem.
Remark 8. For an arbitrary i.i.d. source and a positive cost
vector C, generalized Shannon-Fano codes [13, Theorem 4.4]
are tree-based variable-length codes, φ : X q → Y∗, whose
total cost is upper bounded by
T(φ) <
H(X)
µ
+
maxi{Ci}
q
→ H(X)
µ
as q→ ∞. (42)
This coding scheme includes dividing the [0, 1] interval based
on P(xq1) and calculating 2
−µW , where W is the cost of a
codeword. This construction may become impractical when q
is large.
Remark 9. For a uniform i.i.d. source and a positive cost
vector C, Varn codes [57] are tree-based, variable-length codes
φK : X log|X | K → Y∗ that minimize total cost for a specified
codebook size K. In [48], bounds were established on the
average codeword cost for the Varn code with codebook size
K, denoted C(φK). Specifically,
log2 K
µ
6 C(φK) 6
log2 K
µ
+max
i
{Ci}. (43)
Dividing by log|X | K, we see that the total cost of the Varn
code with codebook size K is bounded by
log2 |X |
µ
6 T(φK) 6
log2 |X |
µ
+
maxi{Ci}
log|X | K
. (44)
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Therefore
lim
K→∞ T(φK) = log2 |X |µ (45)
which implies that Varn codes are asymptotically optimal type-
II shaping codes (see Remark 6). 2
We now present a separation theorem for type-II shaping
codes. It states that minimum total cost can be achieved by a
concatenation of optimal lossless compression with an optimal
type-II shaping code for a uniform i.i.d. source. The proof uses
a construction based on typical sequences.
Theorem 9. Given the source X and cost vector C, the minimum
total cost can be achieved by a concatenation of an optimal
lossless compression code with an optimal type-II shaping code
for a uniform i.i.d. source.
Proof: See Appendix C.
An example of an optimal type-II shaping scheme that
illustrates Theorem 9 was described by Iwata in [24]. It uses a
concatenation of an LZ78 code and a Varn code as outer and
inner codes, respectively.
There is also a separation theorem for type-I shaping codes,
stating that minimum average cost for a given expansion
factor can be achieved by a concatenation of optimal lossless
compression with an optimal type-I shaping code for a uniform
i.i.d. source and suitable expansion factor. The proof relies on
the type-II separation theorem and the equivalence between
type-II and type-I shaping codes established in Theorem 8. It
requires an analysis of the behavior of the total cost function in
the vicinity of the expansion factor that minimizes total cost.
Theorem 10. Given the source X, cost vector C and expansion
factor f , the minimum average cost can be achieved by a
concatenation of an optimal lossless compression code with a
binary optimal type-I shaping code for uniform i.i.d. source and
expansion factor
f ′ = f
H(X)
. (46)
Proof: See Appendix D.
IV. DISTRIBUTION MATCHING CODE DESIGN
Given a target distribution {Pi}, distribution matching (DM)
considers the problem of mapping an i.i.d. sequence of source
symbols to an output sequence of symbols that are approx-
imately independent and distributed according to {Pi}. An
optimal DM code must satisfy two conditions: the codeword
sequence has symbol occurrence probabilities Pˆi = Pi, and the
output sequence looks like an i.i.d. sequence. We measure the
latter property using the asymptotic normalized KL-divergence
defined in Lemma 5.
It has been shown in Theorems 6 and 7 that an optimal
shaping code will generate an output sequence such that
liml→∞ 1l D(Yl1||Yˆl1) = 0. Thus the output sequence sequence
approximates an i.i.d. sequence with symbol occurrence prob-
ability distribution {Pˆi}. This implies that we can solve the
distribution matching problem by designing a corresponding
shaping code. In this section, we consider the problem of
designing optimal DM codes. We first formulate the problem
of generating an i.i.d. sequence and then show the connection
between DM codes and shaping codes. We then propose a
generalized expansion factor to measure the performance of
a DM code. A comparison of DM code performance measures
is also presented.
A. Problem Formulation
We use the asymptotic normalized Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence [54] to formally define an optimal DM code φ for
distribution {Pi}.
Definition 11. A variable-length mapping φ : X q → Y∗ is an
optimal DM code for distribution {Pi} if
lim
l→∞ 1l D(Yl1||Y˜l1) = 0, (47)
where Y˜ is an i.i.d. process with distribution {Pi}. 2
By combining Theorem 1 and Lemma 5, we can prove the
following theorem.
Theorem 12. The expansion factor of a mapping satisfies the
lower bound
f =
H(X)
H(Y)
> H(X)
H(Yˆ)
(48)
with equality if and only if liml→∞ 1l D(Yl1||Yˆl1) = H(Yˆ) −
H(Y) = 0. When f = H(X)
H(Yˆ)
, this code is an optimal DM code
for distribution {Pi}. 2
Remark 10. Assuming this mapping is an optimal compres-
sion, the compression ratio g is
g =
H(X)
log2 |Y|
. (49)
By Theorem 1 and Lemma 5, we have
H(Yˆ) > H(Y) = H(X)
g
= log2 |Y|. (50)
Since H(Yˆ) 6 log2 |Y|, we know that H(Yˆ) = H(Y) =
log2 |Y| and
lim
l→∞ 1l D(Yl1||Yˆl1) = 0. (51)
This implies the codeword sequence looks i.i.d. and has
probability of occurrence
Pˆi =
1
|Y| for all i. (52)
This proves the well-known fact that the output of an optimal
compression approximates a uniform i.i.d. sequence [58], [21],
[22]. 2
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Let Y˜ be the i.i.d. process with distribution {Pi}. As in the
derivation of (23) in Lemma 5, we find
lim
l→∞ 1l D(Yl1||Y˜l1)
= − lim
l→∞ 1l H(Yl1)−∑i log2 Pi liml→∞ ∑yl1∈Y l
Q(yl1)Ni(y
l
1)
l
= −H(Y)−∑
i
Pˆi log2 Pi = −∑
i
Pˆi log2 Pi −
H(X)
f
=
− f ∑i Pˆi log2 Pi − H(X)
f
.
(53)
From Theorem 7, we know that for a channel with cost
{Ci = − log2 Pi}, the total cost − f ∑i Pˆi log2 Pi is lower
bounded by H(X). The shaping code that achieves this lower
bound has the following two properties:
• The probability of occurrence of symbol βi satisfies Pˆi =
Pi for all βi,
• The asymptotic normalized KL-divergence between Y and
Yˆ satisfies
lim
l→∞ 1l D(Yl1||Yˆl1) = 0. (54)
This implies that this code generates a sequence that approx-
imates an i.i.d. sequence with distribution {Pi}. This analysis
also implies that the expansion factor of an optimal DM code
is
fopt =
H(X)
−∑i Pˆi log2 Pˆi
=
H(X)
−∑i Pi log2 Pi
. (55)
We summarize in the following theorem the relationship be-
tween optimal shaping codes and optimal DM codes, extending
the result in [22] by explicitly showing the optimal expansion
factor.
Theorem 13. The optimal type-II shaping code with cost vector
C, or the equivalent type-I shaping code from Theorem 8, is an
optimal DM code for distribution {Pi} if
Ci = − log2 Pi (56)
for every symbol βi, in the sense that
lim
l→∞ 1l D(Yl1||Y˜l1) = 0. (57)
The expansion factor of this optimal DM code is
fopt =
H(X)
−∑i Pi log2 Pi
. (58)
2
Remark 11. Shell mapping was used in [51] to design fixed-
length DM codes with uniformly distributed input bits. The
shell mapper that minimizes informational divergence (intro-
duced later in Section VI-A) uses the “self-information” weight
function Ci = − log2 Pi and the optimal expansion factor
is determined by a search. Theorem 13 considers a more
general variable-length DM code with arbitrary i.i.d. source and
characterizes the optimal expansion factor. Codes minimizing
informational divergence are discussed further in Section VI-A.
V. GENERALIZED EXPANSION FACTOR
The relationship between optimal shaping codes and optimal
DM codes was established above. The total cost of the shaping
code suggests an alternative performance measure for a DM
code which will be useful when analyzing the optimality
of a shaping-based DM code construction and in proving a
separation theorem for DM codes. Specifically, we define the
generalized expansion factor (GEF) of a prefix-free variable-
length code as follows.
Definition 14. Given a prefix-free variable-length code φ :
X q → Y∗ and a set of positive real numbers {P1, P2, . . . , Pv}
such that ∑ Pi = 1, the generalized expansion factor of this
code is defined as
F(φ, P1, . . . , Pv) = − f ∑i Pˆi log2 Pilog2 |Y|
(59)
where f is the code expansion factor and {Pˆi} is the asymptotic
symbol occurrence probability distribution. 2
For simplicity, we sometimes use F to represent
F(φ, P1, . . . , Pv). The following theorem shows that F
can be used to evaluate an optimal DM code.
Theorem 15. Given a prefix-free variable-length code φ :
X q → Y∗ and a set of positive real numbers {P1, P2, . . . , Pv}
such that ∑ Pi = 1, the generalized expansion factor of this
mapping is lower bounded by
F(φ, P1, . . . , Pv) >
H(X)
log2 |Y|
. (60)
If F = H(X)log2 |Y| , this mapping is an optimal DM code for the
target distribution {Pi}, in the sense that
lim
l→∞ 1l D(Yl1||Y˜l1) = 0. (61)
2
Proof: Assume symbol βi in the codeword sequence has
cost Ci = − log2 Pi. The total cost of this mapping is
T(φ) = f ∑
i
PˆiCi = − f ∑
i
Pˆi log2 Pi . (62)
Comparing equations (59) and (62) we have
F(φ, P1, . . . , Pv) =
T(φ)
log2 |Y|
. (63)
This indicates that the GEF of a DM code is equivalent to its
total cost when applying it to a costly channel with cost Ci =
− log2 Pi . From Theorem 7, we know the total cost of a prefix-
free mapping satisfies the lower bound
T(φ) > H(X)
µ
(64)
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where µ is a constant such that ∑ 2−µCi = 1. Since Ci =
− log2 Pi, it is easy to check that µ = 1 and
F(φ, P1, . . . , Pv) =
T(φ)
log2 |Y|
> H(X)
log2 |Y|
. (65)
When the minimum GEF is achieved, this code is also an
optimal type-II shaping code with Ci = − log2 Pi. Theorem 13
then implies that this code is an optimal DM code for the target
distribution {Pi}, in the sense that
lim
l→∞ 1l D(Yl1||Y˜l1) = 0. (66)
Remark 12. As shown in Remark 9, for a uniform i.i.d. source
and a cost vector C, a Varn code φK : X log|X | K → Y∗ is an
asymptotically optimal type-II shaping code. If the costs are
given by Ci = − log2 Pi, where ∑i Pi = 1, the total cost is
bounded by
log2 |X | 6 T(φK) 6 log2 |X |+
maxi{Ci}
log|X | K
. (67)
Equation (63) implies that for the target distribution {Pi},
Varn codes minimize GEF for a specified codebook size K.
Thus, a Varn code can be regarded as a DM code with
generalized expansion factor bounded by
log2 |X |
log2 |Y|
6 F 6 log2 |X |
log2 |Y|
(1+
maxi{− log2 Pi}
log2 K
). (68)
Therefore, we have
lim
K→∞ F(φK , P1, . . . , Pv) = log2 |X |log2 |Y| (69)
which implies that Varn codes are asymptotically optimal DM
codes. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the probability of occurrence
and generalized expansion factor of binary Varn codes (i.e.,
with X = Y = {0, 1}) for a target distribution P0 =
2/3, P1 = 1/3. As the codebook size K increases, we see
that the probability of occurrence Pˆ0 approaches the target
distribution value P0 = 2/3 and the generalized expansion
factor approaches the theoretical lower bound 1. 2
The separation theorem for shaping codes in Theorem 9 now
extends naturally to DM codes.
Theorem 16. An optimal DM code can be constructed by a
concatenation of optimal lossless compression with an optimal
DM code for a uniform i.i.d. source, in the sense that the
minimum generalized expansion factor can be achieved by such
a concatenation. 2
Remark 13. When P1 = P2 = · · · = Pv = 1|Y| , the generalized
expansion factor reduces to
F = f
∑i Pˆi log2 |Y|
log2 |Y|
= f . (70)
Fig. 2: Probability of occurrence Pˆ0 of a Varn code for the
target distribution {2/3, 1/3}.
Fig. 3: Generalized expansion factor of a Varn code for the
target distribution {2/3, 1/3}.
This provides the motivation for designating F by this name.2
Remark 14. We use an example to illustrate the difference
between the generalized expansion factor and the normalized
conditional divergence introduced in [22] and [21] when the
encoder has finite length. Given a ternary source with alphabet
X = {α1,α2,α3} and probability distribution { 12 , 14 , 14},
consider two codes defined by the mappings
Φ1 : {α1 → 0,α2 → 10,α3 → 11},
Φ2 : {α1 → 00,α2 → 10,α3 → 11}.
(71)
Their generalized expansion factors for target distribution
{1/2, 1/2} are
F1 =
3
2
< F2 = 2. (72)
This suggests that Φ1 is a better approximation of an optimal
DM code for target distribution { 12 , 12} (in fact, Φ1 is an
optimal DM code). The normalized conditional divergences are
D(Φ1(X)||V|I) =
1
2
(log2
1
1/2
) +
1
2
(
1
2
log2
1/2
1/4
+
1
2
log2
1/2
1/4
) = 1
(73)
D(Φ2(X)||V|I)
=
1
2
log2
1/2
1/4
+
1
4
log2
1/4
1/4
+
1
4
log2
1/4
1/4
=
1
2
.
(74)
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We find that D(Φ1(X)||V|I) > D(Φ2(X)||V|I), which
suggests the opposite conclusion that Φ2 would be a better
approximation of the optimal DM code. 2
VI. COMPARISON OF DM PERFORMANCE MEASURES
In this section, we use a shaping code perspective to study
DM codes whose performance is measured using informational
divergence and normalized informational divergence.
A. Generalized Expansion Factor and Informational Diver-
gence
In this subsection we study the relationship between the
generalized expansion factor and the informational divergence
introduced in [3], which is also used as a performance measure
for DM codes.
Consider a variable-length code φ : X log|X | K → Y∗
with codebook size K. We use L to denote the set of all
codewords generated by this mapping. The leaf probability, or
the probability of a codeword yl1, is defined as
PL(yl1) = P(y1)P(y2) . . . P(yl) =∏ PNi(y
l
1)
i . (75)
This is also the probability of sequence yl1 generated by an i.i.d.
source with distribution {Pi}. The true probability of codeword
yl1 is the probability of the corresponding source sequence
φ−1(yl1). The informational divergence (I-divergence) between
these two distributions is defined as
I = ∑
yl1∈L
P(φ−1(yl1)) log2
P(φ−1(yl1))
PL(yl1)
. (76)
Now we use the same code for type-II shaping. We set the cost
of each symbol to be Ci = − log2 Pi. The cost of codeword
yl1 is
W(yl1) =∑CiNi(yl1) = −∑ log2 PNi(y
l
1)
i
= − log2∏ PNi(y
l
1)
i = − log2 PL(yl1)
(77)
and the total cost of this shaping code, or equivalently the GEF,
is
F(φ, P1, . . . , Pv) =
T(φ)
log2 |Y|
=
1
log|X | K log2 |Y| ∑yl1∈L
P(φ−1(yl1))W(y
l
1)
= − log2 |X |
log2 K log2 |Y| ∑yl1∈L
P(φ−1(yl1)) log2 P
L(yl1).
(78)
The I-divergence of this code can then be expressed in terms
of its GEF, namely
I = ∑
yl1∈L
P(φ−1(yl1)) log2
P(φ−1(yl1))
PL(yl1)
= ∑
yl1∈L
P(φ−1(yl1)) log2 P(φ
−1(yl1))
− ∑
yl1∈L
P(φ−1(yl1)) log2 P
L(yl1)
= F
log2 K log2 |Y|
log2 |X |
− H(Xlog|X | K)
= (F− H(X)
log2 |Y|
)
log2 K log2 |Y|
log2 |X |
.
(79)
Since log2 K is a constant, minimizing I is equivalent to
minimizing F. This equation shows the relationship between
I-divergence and GEF, and also highlights the duality between
costly channel coding and DM coding. As shown in Remark 12,
Varn codes minimize GEF for a uniform i.i.d. source. Therefore
we can conclude the following optimality theorem for Varn
codes.
Theorem 17. Let {Pi} be a target distribution. A code φ :
X log|X | K → Y∗ for a uniform i.i.d. source that minimizes I-
divergence is given by a Varn code designed for costs Ci =
− log2 Pi. 2
Remark 15. In [48], Savari showed that Varn codes and reverse
Tunstall codes are identical when finding exhaustive prefix-free
codes (i.e., when (K− 1)/(|Y|− 1) is an integer). Specifically,
a Tunstall code designed to compress distribution {Pi} and
a Varn code designed for costly channel {Ci = − log2 Pi}
generate identical code trees. Therefore a reverse Tunstall
code minimizes the I-divergence when the target distribution
is binary (i.e., when |Y| = 2). This was also proved in [3,
Proposition 1] using a different method.
However, for non-exhaustive codes this equivalence does not
exist, and it remains unknown whether a reverse Tunstall code
minimizes I-divergence when the target distribution is non-
binary (i.e., when |Y| > 2). Therefore Theorem 17 can be
viewed as a generalization of [3, Proposition 1].
B. Type-I Shaping Problem and Normalized I-Divergence
Another measure for DM codes used in [3] is normalized
I-divergence. In this subsection, we study its properties using
the perspective of the type-I shaping problem. Normalized I-
divergence is defined as
I =
I
E(L)
. (80)
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Using (79), we rewrite this as
I = (F− H(X)
log2 |Y|
)
log2 K log2 |Y|
E(L) log2 |X |
= (− f ∑i Pˆi log2 Pi
log2 |Y|
− H(X)
log2 |Y|
)
log2 |Y|
f
=∑
i
PˆiCi − H(X)f
(81)
where Ci = − log2 Pi. From equations (53) and (81) we see
that asymptotic normalized KL-divergence and normalized I-
divergence are identical for i.i.d. distribution matching.
We divide the problem of finding the minimum I into
two parts. First we fix the expansion factor f and find the
minimum achievable I , denoted by Imin( f ). Then we find
the optimal f to minimize Imin( f ). The result is found by
noting the similarity to the type-I shaping problem and invoking
Theorem 6.
Theorem 18. Let φ be a prefix-free variable-length mapping
with expansion factor f . Let {Pi} be the target distribution and
set Ci = − log2 Pi. The minimum normalized I-divergence
Imin( f ) with fixed f is
Imin( f ) =∑
i
PˆiCi − H(X)f , (82)
where Pˆi = 2
−µCi
∑i 2−µCi
and H(Yˆ) = −∑i Pˆi log2 Pˆi = H(X)/ f .
Proof: We must solve the following optimization problem,
which is closely related to the type-I shaping problem.
minimize
Pˆi
∑
i
PˆiCi − H(X)f
subject to H(Yˆ) > H(X)
f
∑
i
Pˆi = 1.
(83)
From Theorem 6, we immediately have
Imin( f ) =∑
i
PˆiCi − H(X)f =∑i
PˆiCi − H(Yˆ), (84)
where Pˆi = 2
−µCi
∑ j 2
−µCj and H(Yˆ) = −∑i Pˆi log2 Pˆi = H(X)/ f .
The next proposition determines the derivative of Imin( f )
and finds the optimal expansion factor, fopt, that minimizes
Imin( f ).
Proposition 19 The first derivative of Imin( f ) is
dImin
d f
=
H(X)
f 2
µ − 1
µ
µ > 0. (85)
Let fopt = −H(X)/∑i Pi log2 Pi. Then Imin( f ) is contin-
uous, strictly monotone decreasing on [ H(X)log2 |Y| , fopt) (or, for
µ ∈ [0, 1)) and continuous, strictly monotone increasing on
( fopt,+∞) (or, for µ ∈ (1,∞)). When f = fopt, Imin( fopt) =
0.
Proof: We have studied the behavior of minimum total
cost with fixed f in Appendices B and D. Here we use the same
technique to study Imin( f ). Note that Imin( f ) is a function
of µ. The derivative d f /dµ is already given in equation (124),
and it is easy to check that
dImin
dµ
=
(µ − 1) ln 2∑i< j 2−µ(Ci+C j)(Ci − C j)2
N2
. (86)
Applying the chain rule along with (86) and (124), we have
dImin
d f
=
H(X)
f 2
µ − 1
µ
. (87)
Let fopt =
H(X)
−∑i Pi log2 Pi (or, equivalently, let µ = 1). Equa-
tions (86) and (87) imply that Imin( f ) is continuous, strictly
monotone decreasing on [ H(X)log2 |Y| , fopt) (or, for µ ∈ [0, 1))
and strictly monotone increasing on ( fopt,+∞) (or, for µ ∈
(1,∞)). The minimum of Imin( f ) is achieved when f = fopt.
We have
Imin( fopt) =∑
i
PˆiCi − H(X)fopt
=∑
i
2−Ci
∑ j 2
−C j Ci +∑
i
Pi log2 Pi
= −∑
i
Pi
∑ j Pj
log2 Pi +∑
i
Pi log2 Pi = 0.
(88)
This completes the proof.
Remark 16. In [5, Sec 5.1], the author studied the minimum
KL-divergence between a pmf {Pˆi} and the target distribution
{Pi}, where each Pˆi is associated with a cost wi and the average
cost of the pmf is upper bounded by C. The analysis is similar
to the analysis in Proposition 19 if we specialize to the case
where wi = − log2 Pi = Ci. The KL-divergence is
D = D(Pˆi||Pi) =∑
i
Pˆi log2
Pˆi
Pi
= −∑
i
Pˆi log2 Pi +∑
i
Pˆi log2 Pˆi
=∑
i
PˆiCi − H(Pˆ).
(89)
By combining equation (81) with Lemma 5, we have
I =∑
i
PˆiCi − H(X)f =∑i
PˆiCi − H(Y)
>∑
i
PˆiCi − H(Pˆ) = D,
(90)
with equality if and only if the output process generated by φ
approximates an i.i.d. process (Remark 3).
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The minimum KL-divergence with average cost upper
bounded by a specified average cost C, denoted by D(C), was
also studied in [5, Sec 5.1]. The pmf that achieves D(C) is
Pˆi =
2−µCi
∑ j 2
−µC j , ∑
i
PˆiCi = C, (91)
when C 6 ∑ PiCi, or µ > 1. When C > ∑ PiCi, by setting
µ = 1, we have Pˆi = Pi, ∑i PˆiCi < C, and
D(C) =∑
i
PˆiCi − H(Pˆ) = 0. (92)
By comparing equations (82) and (91), we conclude that
Imin( f ) = D(C), (93)
where
C =∑
i
PˆiCi f =
H(X)
−∑i Pˆi log2 Pˆi
Pˆi =
2−µCi
∑ j 2
−µC j , (94)
when µ > 1, or equivalently when C 6 ∑ PiCi and f > fopt.
The derivative dD(C)/dC was found in [5, Sec. 5.1]. Using
the chain rule, we know that
dD(C)
dC
=
{
dImin
d f
d f
dC when C 6 ∑ PiCi (µ > 1),
0 when C > ∑ PiCi.
(95)
From (34) we have
dh
dC
=
dH(X)f
dC
= µ ⇒ d f
dC
= − µ f
2
H(X)
. (96)
By combining this with (85), we have
dD(C)
dC
=
{
1−µ when C 6 ∑ PiCi (µ > 1),
0 when C > ∑ PiCi.
(97)
Therefore Proposition 19 allows us to recover the derivative of
D(C). 2
Remark 17. In [6, Sec. V], a bound on the rate of a prefix-free
variable-length DM code in the vicinity of I = 0 was given.
Proposition 19 gives an explicit relationship between I and
the code rate over a wider range of rates. 2
Remark 18. In [54, Section 6.2.2], Soriaga considered the case
where system requirements dictate that the expansion factor of
the DM code encoder can not exceed f0, where f0 < fopt.
In such a case, the code cannot be an optimal DM code for
target distribution {Pi}. We may try to approximate an optimal
DM code by designing a code with f 6 f0 that minimizes the
asymptotic normalized KL-divergence, liml→∞ 1l D(Yl1||Y˜l1).
We denote by D( f0) the minimum possible value of this
divergence. The relationship between D( f0) and f0 for a finite-
order Markov target distribution was given in [54] and the result
is also applicable to the i.i.d. case considered here. Since the
asymptotic normalized KL-divergence for a fixed f is lower
bounded by Imin( f ) (Theorem 18) and Imin( f ) is strictly
monotone decreasing when f 6 f0 < fopt (Proposition 19),
we have
D( f0) = Imin( f0) =∑
i
PˆiCi − H(X)f0
=∑
i
Pˆi
(− log2 Pˆi − log2 N)
µ
− H(X)
f0
=
−∑i Pˆi log2 Pˆi
µ
−∑
i
Pi
log2 N
µ
− H(X)
f0
=
H(X)
µ f0
− log2 N
µ
− H(X)
f0
,
(98)
where µ and N are constants such that N = ∑i 2−µCi and
∑i−Pˆi log Pˆi = H(X)/ f0, with Pˆi = 1N 2−µCi . Because the
code that achieves this lower bound with expansion factor f0
is an optimal type-I shaping code, based on the equivalence
theorem we can extend the result in [54, Section 6.2.2] by
concluding that this code is an optimal DM code for target
distribution {Pˆi}.
Remark 19. In Theorem 18, we have shown that when I → 0,
then f → fopt. This implies that the GEF of the code satisfies
F =
fI + H(X)
log2 |Y|
→ H(X)
log2 |Y|
. (99)
Similarly, as shown in Appendix D, when F →
H(X)/ log2 |Y| (or, equivalently, when total cost T → H(X)),
then f → fopt and
I =
F− H(X)log2 |Y|
f
→ 0. (100)
In view of the equivalence between asymptotic normalized KL-
divergence and I , these observations extend Theorem 15 by
providing bounds on asymptotic normalized KL-divergence in
the vicinity of F = H(X)/ log2 |Y|. 2
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Optimal Data Shaping Code for MLC Flash Memory
We evaluated the performance of shaping codes on a
multilevel-cell (MLC) NAND flash memory. In MLC flash,
the cells are arranged in a rectangular array (also called a
block) and each row of cells is called a wordline. The cells
can be programmed to four different voltage levels, denoted
{0, 1, 2, 3}, so each cell can store two bits of information.
It was shown in [34], [33] that MLC flash memory can be
modeled as a costly channel with alphabet {0, 1, 2, 3}, where
the cost of the erase level 0 can be taken to be C0 = 0. Using
the methodology described in [34], the cost vector for the
memory was found empirically to be
C = [0, 0.58, 0.87, 1.29]. (101)
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From Theorem 7, we know that the total cost is a decreasing
function of the expansion factor. To assess the performance
of optimal shaping, and to permit a comparison to the direct-
shaping code in [34], [33], we applied a rate-1, type-I shaping
code to the ASCII representation of the English-language
text of The Count of Monte Cristo. The “optimal” shaping
scheme was designed according to the principles suggested
by the equivalence theorem and separation theorem. We first
compressed the file using the LZ77 algorithm. The observed
compression rate was g = 1/2.740. We then used Theorem 6 to
compute the target symbol occurrence probabilities of a shaping
code that minimizes average cost for a uniform i.i.d. source,
a cost vector C, and the expansion factor f ′ = f /g = 2.740.
The resulting symbol occurrence probability distribution was
given by
Pˆ = [0.8606, 0.0989, 0.0335, 0.0070]. (102)
Using Theorem 8, we computed the costs for the equivalent
code that minimizes total cost, yielding the cost vector
C ′ = [0.2167, 3.3378, 4.8983, 7.1585]. (103)
We constructed a Varn code with codebook size K = 256 based
on the cost vector C ′. This code is a length-8, type-II shaping
code and the concatenation of the compression and the Varn
code is a rate-1, type-I shaping code. The expansion factor of
the Varn code is 2.768, which is close to the expansion factor
of the optimal type-II shaping code for cost vector C ′, where
fopt = 2.737. Its codeword length distribution is shown in
Fig. 4.
Fig. 4: Codeword length distribution of Varn code with the
codebook size K = 256 for English-language text.
To characterize the performance of the designed shaping
code, we performed a program/erase (P/E) cycling experiment
on the MLC flash memory by repeating the following steps,
which collectively represent one P/E cycle. The experiment
was conducted with the uncoded source data, and then with
the output data from the shaping code.
• Erase the MLC flash memory block.
• Program the MLC flash memory.
• For each successive programming cycle, “rotate” the data,
so the data that was written on the ith wordline is
written on the (i + 1)st wordline, wrapping around the
last wordline to the first wordline.
• After every 100 P/E cycles, erase the block and program
pseudo-random data. Then perform a read operation,
record bit errors, and calculate the bit error rate.
Fig. 5(a) shows the average bit error rates (BERs) for the
uncoded source data, the direct shaping code [34], and the
optimal shaping code. The results indicate that the optimal
shaping code provides a significant increase in the memory
lifetime compared to no shaping and direct shaping.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5: BER performance for English-language text.
As a way of comparing the performance of optimal shaping
to that of data compression alone, we rescaled the P/E cycle
count of the shaping code by the compression ratio 2.740 and
compared the result to P/E cycling of pseudo-random data. This
corresponds to a BER comparison based upon the total amount
of source data stored in the memory. The results, shown in
Fig. 5(b), indicate that the performance of optimal shaping is
superior to data compression alone as a function of total source
data written.
A similar experiment was conducted for a Chinese-language
text, Collected Works of Lu Xun, Volumes 1–4, represented
using UTF-16LE encoding. We constructed a Varn code with
codebook size K = 256 based on the cost vector
C ′ = [0.4222, 2.6647, 3.7860, 5.4099]. (104)
The expansion factor of the the Varn code was 1.751, which
is close to the expansion factor of the optimal type-II shaping
code, fopt = 1.759. Its codeword length distribution is shown
in Fig. 6. The BER results are shown in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b).
B. Varn Codes for Distribution Matching
Remark 12 shows that the upper bound on the generalized
expansion factor of Varn codes decreases as the codebook
size increases. This suggests that as the codebook size of a
Varn code increases, the approximation to an optimal DM
code should improve. In this subsection, we empirically tested
this premise by constructing Varn codes with codebook size
K = 100, 1000 and 10000, respectively, for a target distribution
{P0, P1} = { 23 , 13}. The measure of goodness we used here
was similar to the serial test in [47, Section 2.11], namely
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Fig. 6: Codeword length distribution of Varn code with code-
book size K = 256 for Chinese-language text.
(a) (b)
Fig. 7: BER performance for Chinese-language text.
KL-divergences for patterns of increasing length. Codeword
sequences with 10000 codewords were generated using the
random number sequence collected from [46]. The first 71514
bits in codeword sequences were used for comparison (71514
was the length of the codeword sequence generated by the
Varn code with codebook size K = 100). The probability of
occurrence of length 1, 2 and 3 patterns was calculated. For
example, we define the probability of occurrence of ‘10’ (P′10)
and ‘101’ (P′101) in codeword sequence yl1 as
P′10 =
{the number of subsequences yi+1i =‘10’}
l − 1 , (105)
P′101 =
{the number of subsequences yi+2i =‘101’}
l − 2 . (106)
The first-, second-, and third-order KL-divergences between P′
and distribution {P0, P1} = { 23 , 13} were calculated, using the
following definitions:
I1 = ∑
i∈{0,1}
P′i log2
P′i
Pi
(107)
I2 = ∑
i∈{0,1}
∑
j∈{0,1}
P′i j log2
P′i j
PiPj
(108)
I3 = ∑
i∈{0,1}
∑
j∈{0,1}
∑
k∈{0,1}
P′i jk log2
P′i jk
PiPjPk
. (109)
The results are shown in Table I. The divergences decrease as K
increases, indicating that the approximation to an i.i.d. sequence
with target distribution {P0, P1} = { 23 , 13} is improving.
P′0 I1 I2 I3
K = 100 0.6447 0.0015 0.0032 0.0055
K = 1000 0.6498 0.00091 0.0018 0.0027
K = 10000 0.6602 0.00014 0.00027 0.00028
TABLE I: First- , second-, and third-order KL-divergence
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied information-theoretic properties
and performance limits of a general class of shaping codes.
We determined the asymptotic symbol occurrence probability
distribution, and used it to determine the minimum achievable
average cost for a type-I shaping code. Using these results,
we determined the minimum total cost and optimal expansion
factor for a type-II shaping code. A consequence of this
analysis is an equivalence theorem, stating that a type-I shaping
code with a given expansion factor and a cost vector can be
realized by a type-II shaping code. We then proved a separation
theorem stating that optimal shaping can be achieved by a
concatenation of optimal lossless compression and optimal
shaping for a uniform i.i.d. source. Experimental results showed
that optimal shaping can provide a significant increase in
flash memory lifetime when applied to English-language and
Chinese-language texts, providing total data capacity greater
than that achieved by data compression alone.
We also studied properties of prefix-free variable-length
distribution matching (DM) codes from the perspective of
shaping. We characterized optimal DM codes in terms of the
asymptotic normalized divergence and showed that when the di-
vergence equals zero, a DM code encoder generates a codeword
sequence that looks i.i.d., with symbol occurrence probability
equal to the target distribution. We showed that optimal type-II
shaping codes can be used to construct optimal DM codes. This
suggested the definition of the generalized expansion factor as
a performance measure for DM codes and implied a separation
theorem for DM codes. We also established the relationship
between the generalized expansion factor and the informational
divergence of a DM code. The relationship between the type-I
shaping problem and the minimization of normalized informa-
tional divergence was also studied. Simulation results showed
an increase in distribution matching performance of Varn codes
designed for a Bernoulli distribution as the codebook size
increases.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 4
Proof: In this proof, without loss of generality, we will
assume q = 1. First, we evaluate the expectation of the
sequence of random variable {Ni(φ(XMl1 ))}∞l=1. Combining
Lemma 3 with equation (14), we have
lim
l→∞ 1l E(Ni(φ(XMl1 ))) = liml→∞ 1l E(Ni(φ(X)))E(Ml)
= E(Ni(φ(X))) lim
l→∞ 1l E(Ml)
= E(Ni(φ(X)))
1
E(L)
.
(110)
Similarly, we have
lim
l→∞1l E(Ni(φ(XMl−11 )))
= lim
l→∞ 1l E(Ni(φ(XMl1 ))− Ni(φ(XMl )))
= E(Ni(φ(X)))
1
E(L)
− lim
l→∞ 1l E(Ni(φ(XMl )))
= E(Ni(φ(X)))
1
E(L)
,
(111)
where liml→∞ 1l E(Ni(φ(XMl ))) = 0 follows from Lemma 2.
By definition,
E(Ni(φ(X
Ml
1 ))) =∑
yl1
∑
x
Ml
1 ∈Gφ(yl1)
P(xMl1 )Ni(φ(x
Ml
1 )). (112)
Since SMl > l, we have Ni(φ(x
Ml
1 )) > Ni(yl1) and
E(Ni(yl1)) can be bounded as follows
E(Ni(Yl1)) =∑
yl1
Ni(yl1)Q(y
l
1)
=∑
yl1
Ni(yl1) ∑
x
Ml
1 ∈Gφ(yl1)
P(xMl1 )
6∑
yl1
Ni(φ(x
Ml
1 )) ∑
x
Ml
1 ∈Gφ(yl1)
P(xMl1 )
=∑
yl1
∑
x
Ml
1 ∈Gφ(yl1)
P(xMl1 )Ni(φ(x
Ml
1 ))
= E(Ni(φ(X
Ml
1 ))).
(113)
Similarly, Ni(φ(x
Ml−1
1 )) 6 Ni(φ(yl1)) and E(Ni(Yl1)) is
lower bounded by
E(Ni(Yl1)) =∑
yl1
Ni(yl1) ∑
x
Ml
1 ∈Gφ(yl1)
P(xMl1 )
>∑
yl1
∑
x
Ml
1 ∈Gφ(yl1)
P(xMl1 )Ni(φ(x
Ml−1
1 ))
= E(Ni(φ(X
Ml−1
1 ))).
(114)
Equations (113) and (114) imply that
lim sup
l→∞
1
l
E(Ni(Yl1)) 6 lim infl→∞ 1l E(Ni(φ(XMl1 )))
= E(Ni(φ(X)))
1
E(L)
(115)
and
lim inf
l→∞ 1l E(Ni(Yl1)) > lim supl→∞
1
l
E(Ni(φ(X
Ml−1
1 )))
= E(Ni(φ(X)))
1
E(L)
.
(116)
Thus we conclude that
Pˆi = lim
l→∞ 1l E(Ni(Yl1)) = E(Ni(φ(X))) 1E(L) . (117)
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 7
Proof: We solve the optimization problem:
minimize
Pˆi , f
f ∑
i
PˆiCi
subject to H(Yˆ) > H(X)
f
∑
i
Pˆi = 1.
(118)
We divide this optimization problem into two parts. First we fix
expansion factor f and find the minimum achievable average
cost using Theorem 6. Then we find the optimal f to minimize
the total cost. The optimization problem then becomes:
minimize
f
minimize
Pˆi
∑
i
f PˆiCi
subject to H(Yˆ) > H(X)
f
∑
i
Pˆi = 1.
(119)
For fixed f , the symbol occurrence probability corresponding
to the minimum average cost is
P′i =
1
N
2−µCi , (120)
where µ is a constant such that
1
f
=
−∑i P′i log2 P′i
log2 |X |
(121)
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and N is the normalization factor
N =∑
i
2−µCi . (122)
Treating f as a function of µ, and calculating d f /dµ, we
see that f (µ) is a monotone increasing function of µ, with
f (0) = H(X)log2 |Y| . Specifically, replacing the P
′
i in (121) by (120)
gives
f =
NH(X)
(∑i µCi2−µCi ) + N log2 N
. (123)
The derivative of f with respect to µ is
d f
dµ
=
µ ln 2H(X)∑i< j 2
−µ(Ci+C j)(Ci − C j)2
[(∑i µCi2−µCi ) + N log2 N]2
, (124)
which is easily seen to be positive for µ > 0.
The optimization problem is then equivalent to:
minimize T(µ) = H(X) ∑i
Ci2−µCi
∑i µCi2−µCi + N log2 N
subject to µ > 0.
(125)
Calculating dT/dµ, we see that its sign is the negative of
the sign of log2 N. Specifically, we find that
dT
dµ
= − ln 2H(X) log2 N
N ∑i C2i 2
−µCi − (∑i Ci2−µCi )2
(∑i µCi2−µCi + N log2 N)2
. (126)
Observe that
N∑
i
C2i 2
−µCi − (∑
i
Ci2−µCi )2
=∑
i, j
C2i 2
−µ(Ci+C j) −∑
i
C2i 2
−2Ci −∑
i< j
2CiC j2
−µ(Ci+C j)
= ∑
i< j
(C2i + C
2
j − 2CiC j)2−µ(Ci+C j)
= ∑
i< j
(Ci − C j)22−µ(Ci+C j) > 0.
(127)
Therefore,
dT
dµ
= − ln 2H(X) log2 N
∑i< j(Ci − C j)22−µ(Ci+C j)
(∑i µCi2−µCi + N log2 N)2
.
(128)
The claimed relationship between the sign of dT/dµ and the
sign of log2 N is then evident.
It follows that if C1 = 0, then N = ∑i 2−µCi > 1, implying
that T(µ) is a monotone decreasing function on [0,∞). On the
other hand, if C1 > 0, then when µ = 0, we have N = |Y|,
so log2 N > 0. Since dN/dµ < 0 for all µ, we conclude that
T will decrease as µ increases, reaching a minimum at N = 1.
Beyond that point, dN/dµ > 0.
Thus, the corresponding expansion factor that achieves the
minimum total cost is
f =
H(X)
−∑i Pˆi log2 Pˆi
(129)
where Pˆi = 2−µCi , and µ is a positive constant satisfying
∑i 2−µCi = 1.
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Before proving the separation theorem, we first design a
type-II shaping code for the uniform source. The average
codeword cost C(K) for a Varn code with codebook size K
is bounded by
log2 K/µ 6 C(K) 6 log2 K/µ +maxi Ci (130)
where µ is a constant such that
∑
i
2−µCi = 1. (131)
Even though the average codeword cost is bounded, it is not
guaranteed that the cost of every codeword satisfies the same
bound. In order to ensure this, we instead use a modified design
which we refer to as a modified Varn code. Given the binary
alphabets {0, 1} and Y , a tree-based variable-length modified
Varn code φ : X K → Y∗ is designed as follows:
• Let ν = [(2K − 1) mod (|Y| − 1)].
• If ν > 0, let δ = |Y| − 1− ν. Else if ν = 0, let δ = 0.
Set M = 2K + δ.
• Design an exhaustive Varn code with codebook size M.
• Trim down the tree by getting rid of the δ branches with
largest cost.
We note that δ 6 |Y| − 2.
The following lemma gives an upper bound on the codeword
cost in a modified Varn code.
Lemma 20. Every codeword of the modified Varn code has cost
upper bounded by
Wi 6 log2 M/µ +maxi Ci . (132)
2
Proof: Consider the internal node that was the last one to
be expanded and suppose it has cost W0. The cost of any leaf
node is larger than W0, so
Wi >W0. (133)
Since this internal node is the last one to be expanded, its cost
is larger than that of any other internal node, implying
Wi 6W0 +maxCi . (134)
Since the tree is full, it is easy to check that
∑
i
2−µWi = 1. (135)
Combining equations (133) and (135), we have
1 =∑
i
2−µWi 6 M2−µW0 . (136)
This implies
W0 6 log2 M/µ (137)
and
Wi 6W0 +maxCi 6 log2 M/µ +maxCi . (138)
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Now we are ready to prove the separation theorem.
Proof: Let’s first define a constant
D =
⌈
log 2|X |+ 2
H(X)
⌉
. (139)
For any given γ > 0, define
 = min{ µγ
2H(X)D
,
1
D
,
µγ
16
} (140)
and ′ = µγ16 . Consider the typical set A
(q)
 with respect
to an i.i.d. source with entropy H(X). There exists positive
integer Q1 such that when q > Q1, Pr{A(q) } > 1 − .
There are 6 2q(H(X)+) length-q sequences xq in A(q) , so
we can use no more than dq(H +) + 1e bits to index them.
We prefix all these sequences by a 0, giving a total length
of dq(H(X) +) + 2e to represent each sequence in A(q) .
Similarly, we can index each sequence not in A(q) by using
dq log |X |e bits. Prefixing these indices by 1, we have a prefix-
free code ψ1 for all sequences in X q.
Now we construct a length-dq(H(X) +) + 2e modified
Varn code ψ2 : X dq(H(X)+)+2e → Y∗. We use this code
to encode the codeword sequence generated by ψ1. For
every codeword in A(q) , the cost is upper bounded by
log2 M/µ+maxi Ci. For every codeword in the complement
of A(q) , which we denote by B
(q)
 ,
⌈ dq log |X |+1e
dq(H(X)+)+2e
⌉
codewords in ψ2 are needed. The total cost is upper bounded
by (
⌈ dq log |X |+1e
dq(H(X)+)+2e
⌉
)(log2 M/µ +maxi Ci), where⌈ dq log |X |+ 1e
dq(H(X) +) + 2e
⌉
6
⌈
q log |X |+ 2q
qH(X)
⌉
= D. (141)
Consider the concatenation of ψ1 and ψ2, denoted Ψ = Ψ2 ◦
Ψ1, with Ψ(X q) = ψ2(ψ1(X q)). The total cost is
T(Ψ) =
1
q
(∑
xq
P(xq)W(xq))
=
1
q
( ∑
xq∈A(q)
P(xq)W(xq) + ∑
xq∈A(q)C
P(xq)W(xq))
6 1
q
[ ∑
xq∈A(q)
P(xq)(log2 M/µ +maxi
Ci)
+ ∑
xq∈A(q)C
P(xq)D(log2 M/µ +maxi
Ci)]
=
1
q
[Pr{A(q) }(log2 M/µ +maxi Ci)
+ Pr{A(q)C }D(log2 M/µ +maxi Ci)]
<
1
q
[(log2 M/µ +maxi
Ci)
+D(log2 M/µ +maxi
Ci)]
= (
log2 M
qµ
+
maxi Ci
q
)(1+D)
(142)
where
M = 2dq(H(X)+)+2e + δ. (143)
Since δ 6 |Y| − 2, we can bound M by
M 6 2q(H(X)+)+3 + |Y| (144)
and by L’Ho¨pital’s rule, we have
lim
q→∞ log2(2
q(H(X)+)+3 + |Y|)
q
= H(X) +. (145)
Therefore, there exists positive integer Q2 such that, when q >
Q2,
log2 M
q
< H(X) ++′. (146)
Thus, when q > max{Q1,Q2}, the total cost of Ψ is upper
bounded by
T(Ψ) < (
H(X) ++′
µ
+
maxi Ci
q
)(1+D). (147)
Choose Q3 =
⌈
8maxi Ci
γ
⌉
. When q > max{Q1,Q2,Q3}, we
have
T(Ψ) < (
H(X) ++′
µ
+
maxi Ci
q
)(1+D)
=
H(X)
µ
+ (
+′
µ
+
maxi Ci
q
)(1+D) +
H(X)
µ
D
6 H(X)
µ
+ (
γ
8
+
γ
8
)(1+ 1) +
γ
2
=
H(X)
µ
+γ.
(148)
As shown in [11, Theorem 3.2.1], for any γ′ > 0, there exists a
Q4 > 0 such that when q > Q4, the average codeword length
per input symbol of Ψ1 satisfies
1
q
E[L(Ψ1)] 6 H(X) + γ′. (149)
The total cost of Ψ2 for binary uniform i.i.d. source is upper
bounded by
T′(Ψ2) 6
log2 M
µ dq(H(X) +) + 2e +
maxi Ci
µ dq(H(X) +) + 2e .
(150)
By an argument similar to that used to derive the upper bound
on T(Ψ) in (148), we conclude that for any γ′′ > 0, there
exists a Q5 > 0 such that when q > Q5,
T′(Ψ2) 6
1
µ
+γ′′. (151)
To summarize, given any γ,γ′,γ′′ > 0, for sufficiently large
q, namely q > max{Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5}, we can find a data
compression encoder Ψ1 such that
1
q
E[L(Ψ1)] 6 H(X) + γ′ (152)
and a code Ψ2 for binary uniform i.i.d. source such that
T′(Ψ2) 6
1
µ
+γ′′. (153)
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Fig. 8: Achievable total cost vs. expansion factor
The concatenation of Ψ1 and Ψ2 will generate a code Ψ =
Ψ2 ◦ Ψ1 that has total cost upper bounded by
T(Ψ) 6 H(X)
µ
+γ. (154)
This finishes the proof of the separation theorem.
Remark 20. Besides modified Varn coding, any fixed-to-
variable (or fixed-to-fixed) coding scheme for a uniform
source, such as the constant composition distribution matching
codes introduced in [50], can be used to prove the separation
theorem, as long as the cost of the codeword sequence is
bounded from above and the ratio of the upper bound to input
sequence length is asymptotically optimal.
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We know from Theorem 8 that the problem of designing
an optimal type-I shaping code for channel with cost C and
expansion f0 is related to designing an optimal type-II shaping
code for channel with cost C ′. The minimum total cost for
channel with cost C ′ is H(X) and the expansion factor for
an optimal type-II shaping code for channel with cost C ′ is
f ′0 = f0.
We first fix some notation. Given a code φ, denote by
TC ′(φ) the total cost of this code for channel with cost C ′.
Denote by f (φ) its expansion factor and denote by AC(φ)
and AC ′(φ) the average cost of this code for channel with
cost C and channel with cost C ′, respectively. The asymptotic
symbol occurrence probability of φ is {Pi} and Pˆi = 2−µCiN is
the symbol occurrence probability of the optimal type-I shaping
code.
Before we prove the separation theorem for type-I shaping
code, we analyze the behavior of f (φ), AC(φ) and AC ′(φ)
when TC ′(φ) approaches H(X). The proof of Theorem 7
determines the achievable total cost on channel with cost C ′.
By combining equations (124) and (128), we have
dTmin
d f
= − 1
µ
log2 N. (155)
This implies that function Tmin( f ) is continuous, strictly
monotone decreasing on [ H(X)log2 |Y| , f0) and strictly monotone
increasing on ( f0,∞). This is shown schematically by the
green curve Tmin( f ) in Fig. 8. Thus for any ζ > 0, there exists a
γ such that if there exists a code such that TC ′(φ) < H(X)+γ,
as indicated by the blue area in Fig. 8, then | f (φ)− f0| < ζ .
Such a code can always be found for q sufficiently large, for
example, by using the generalized Shannon-Fano construction
(see [13]).
Now for any η > 0, ζ > 0, first choose
ζ ′ = min{ f02 ,ζ ,
ηµ f 20
4H(X)}. Choose γ′ such that a type-II
shaping code with total cost upper bounded by H(X) +γ′ has
expansion factor | f − f0| < ζ ′. Choose γ = min{γ′, µη f04 },
then AC ′(φ) is bounded by
AC ′(φ) =∑
i
PiC′i =
TC ′(φ)
f
<
H(X) + γ
f0 −ζ ′
=
H(X)
f0
+
H(X)
f0
ζ ′
f0 −ζ ′ +
γ
f0 −ζ ′
6 H(X)
f0
+
H(X)
f0
2ζ ′
f0
+
2γ
f0
6 H(X)
f0
+
µη
2
+
µη
2
=
H(X)
f0
+µη.
(156)
Since the channel cost C′i is calculated by
C′i = − log2 Pˆi = − log2
2−µCi
N
= µCi + log2 N. (157)
AC(φ) is upper bounded by
AC(φ) =∑
i
PiCi = (∑
i
PiC′i − log2 N)/µ
< (
H(X)
f0µ
− log2 N
µ
) + η.
(158)
To summarize, for any η > 0, ζ > 0, there exists a γ > 0 such
that if there exists a code φ such that TC ′(φ) < H(X) + γ,
this code has expansion factor
| f (φ)− f0| < ζ (159)
and the average cost AC(φ) is upper bounded by
AC(φ) < (
H(X)
f0µ
− log2 N
µ
) + η. (160)
Now we present the proof of Theorem 10.
Proof: We consider the channel with cost C and equivalent
channel with cost C ′. Given f , η,ζ , η′,ζ ′, and γ′ > 0, for q
sufficiently large, there exists a data compression encoder Ψ1
such that the average codeword length
1
q
E[L(Ψ1)] 6 H(X) + γ′ (161)
and a code Ψ2 for a binary uniform i.i.d. source and costly
channel with cost C ′ such that
TC ′(Ψ2) 6 1+γ′′. (162)
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The expansion factor of an optimal type-II shaping code for
binary uniform i.i.d. source and costly channel C ′ is
f ′ = f
H(X)
. (163)
So when γ′′ is small enough, Ψ2 has expansion factor
| f (Ψ2)− fH(X) | < ζ
′ (164)
and AC(Ψ2) is upper bounded by
AC(Ψ2) < (
1
f
H(X)µ
− log2 N
µ
) + η′
= (
H(X)
fµ
− log2 N
µ
) + η′.
(165)
The concatenation of Ψ1 and Ψ2 will generate a code Ψ =
Ψ2 ◦ Ψ1 that has total cost upper bounded by
TC ′(Ψ) 6 H(X) + γ. (166)
When γ is small enough, Ψ has expansion factor
| f (Ψ)− f | < ζ (167)
and AC(Ψ) is upper bounded by
AC(Ψ) < (
H(X)
fµ
− log2 N
µ
) + η. (168)
This completes the proof.
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